Optical Response of LEKID Arrays
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Abstract—We present an analysis of the optical response of lumped-element kinetic-inductance arrays, using the NIKA2 1mm array as an example. This array design has a dual-polarization sensitive Hilbert inductor for directly absorbing incident photons. We calculated the optical response from a transmission line model and compared it with simulation using HFSS. From the simulation, we noticed that a non-negligible part of energy is reflected as higher modes. We show the difficulty of achieving high absorption rate using aluminum. This analysis could be extended to other kinetic inductance detector array designs in millimeter, sub-millimeter and terahertz frequency bands.

I. INTRODUCTION

To detect weak astronomical signals, superconducting devices such as kinetic inductance detectors (KIDs) [1] and transition edge detectors (TESs) [2], are widely developed for many astrophysics applications in millimeter, sub-millimeter, and far-infrared wavelength bands [3]-[7]. For total-power detection, usually a large number of pixels is required to increase the observation efficiency [8]. For example, the SCUBA2 [9] has 10^6 pixels and the OST satellite [10] requires 10^8 pixels for its far-infrared imager. In the astronomical detection field, KIDs have attracted great interest and have been developed rapidly in the last decade. Compared with TESs, the main advantages of KIDs are their simple structure and the intrinsic frequency domain multiplexing property. KIDs are based on superconducting microresonators [11], coupled capacitively or inductively to a feedline for frequency multiplexing. When the energy of incident photon is larger than the superconducting gap (\( h\nu > 2\Delta \)), the Cooper pairs are broken and quasi-particles are generated. This increases the kinetic inductance and the loss in the superconductor. The increased kinetic inductance shifts the resonance frequency and the increased loss decreases the resonance dip. Both can be read out from the resonance curve. Using a single feedline, hundreds or even thousands of KIDs can be read out simultaneously.

For lumped-element KIDs (LEKIDs) [12], Roesch et al. [13] have investigated the optical response of a LEKIDs array in the 2 mm atmospheric band. In their model, the array consists of a set of periodic pixels only, and the readout line is not considered. The absorption rate is calculated from the return loss measured using a vector network analyzer. In their analysis the simulation and measurement matched well, however, the simulation is done assuming a waveguide boundary and the higher modes are not considered.

II. ARRAY LAYOUT

The NIKA2 1mm LEKIDs array [5] (Fig. 1) is simulated in this article. This array consists of 1140 pixels read out by 8 microstrip feedlines. The size of the array is a circle with radius of 40 mm corresponding to a 6.5’ field-of-view on the IRAM 30-m telescope. The pixel pitch size and the inductor size are 2*2 mm^2 and 1.6*1.5 mm^2, respectively. The pixels are placed repeatedly with the same inductor design but different capacitor finger lengths for different designed resonance frequencies. The back of the wafer is covered with 200 nm thick aluminum, and acts at the same time as the ground plane for the MS readout feedline and as the backshort to optimize the optical coupling.

This array uses the bare LEKID design, which has no antenna structure on the focal plane. The incident light illuminates the array directly. The detection band of the
LEKIDs is determined by the backshort distance, which is the thickness of the silicon substrate. The band central frequency (wavelength) is designed to be 260 GHz (1.15 mm), the central frequency of the 260 GHz atmospheric window. The backshort is designed to be $3\lambda_{Si}/4 = 250 \ \mu \text{m}$, where the wavelength in silicon $\lambda_{Si} = \lambda/\sqrt{\varepsilon_r} = 333 \ \mu \text{m}$, the wavelength in free space $\lambda = 1.15 \ \text{mm}$ and the relative permittivity of silicon $\varepsilon_r = 11.9$.

The inductor is designed with a 3rd-order Hilbert curve [14] for dual-polarization sensitivity. The inductor width and the interval distance are designed as $s = 4 \ \mu \text{m}$ and $w = 240 \ \mu \text{m}$, respectively. Since the wavelength is much larger than the structure, the inductor can be simplified as a sheet impedance $Z_{KID}$. The optical coupling can be modeled using the transmission line model [15], shown in Fig. 1 (c). The impedance of the backshort can be expressed as

$$Z_{bs} = jZ_{sub} \tan (\beta l),$$

where $\beta = 2\pi/\lambda_{Si}$ and $l$ is the backshort distance (250 $\mu \text{m}$). The effective impedance of the KIDs together with the backshort is

$$Z_1 = \frac{1}{Z_{KID} Z_{bs}}.$$

Assuming the reactance is zero, the impedance of KID is

$$Z_{KID} = R_{sq}/(s/w).$$

Then the absorption rate is calculated as

$$\text{absorption rate} = 1 - |S11|^2 = 1 - \left| \frac{Z_0 - Z_1}{Z_0 + Z_1} \right|^2,$$

where the vacuum impedance $Z_0 = 377 \ \Omega$. Given the sheet resistance $R_{sq} = 1.6 \ \Omega/\text{sq}$ of the used 20 nm aluminum film, $Z_{KID} = 96 \Omega$ and the maximum absorption is 64.7% at the band center. This is only a simple estimation for the absorption rate. Actually, away from the band center, the absorption rate largely depends on the reactance of $Z_{KID}$, which is usually not zero and cannot be evaluated analytically. Therefore, we use the electromagnetic simulation as a useful tool for focal plane array design.

### III. SIMULATION

The simulations are done using HFSS [16]. A Floquet port is assigned to Port 1 for exciting plane waves (Fig. 2). Considering the simulating frequency from 150 to 350 GHz, 18 modes are included in the analysis. Two TEM modes, TE00 and TM00 with $y$ and $x$-axis polarizations, respectively, are simulated as the incident signal.

The surfaces of all components of pixel are assigned with an impedance boundary in the simulation. The simulated S-parameters are shown in Fig. 2 (b) and (c) for incident polarization 1 and 2, respectively. For the clarity of the discussion, only the modes with maximum values larger than -20 dB are considered and plotted.

From the S11 of the dominant mode, the band center is -36 dB at 272 GHz and -17.5 dB at 274 GHz for Pol 1 and Pol 2, respectively. Compared with the design central frequency 260 GHz, there is a 12 GHz difference. The total absorption rate has a maximum at 262 GHz for both polarizations, which is consistent with the design. This analysis shows that actually a non-negligible part of the energy is reflected into higher modes, which are not considered in earlier studies [14].

The two dominant reflected higher modes are TE10 and TE-10 for Pol 1 and TE0-1 and TE01 for Pol 2. The maximum reflection of all higher modes together is 15.1% and 27.2% for Pol 1 and Pol 2, respectively. The average reflection in band...
from 230 to 290 GHz of all higher modes is 6.3% and 13.0% for Pol 1 and Pol 2, respectively. A large portion of the reflected higher modes is due to the reflected energy by impedance mismatch, 35.3% at peak calculated using the transmission line model. We also find that the electric field distributions of these higher modes for both polarizations are consistent with the geometry of the Hilbert curve. This suggests that part of the higher modes is caused by the non-uniformity of the inductor geometry. Compared to the third-order Hilbert inductor to a fourth order, the inductor array yield and uniformity. For example, if we increase the wavelength 1.15 mm, the segment length of 240 µm is quite large. Ideally the typical geometry should be much smaller than the wavelength to be treated as a uniform sheet (<λ/5) [17]. However, decreasing the segment length will also decrease the inductor width, resulting in a decrease of array yield and uniformity. For example, if we increase the third-order Hilbert inductor to a fourth order, the inductor width will be around 1 µm, and the total length of the inductor will be 27 cm. To fabricate such long and narrow line is a challenge for the yield of fabrication.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a transmission line model for our test LEKID array. Simulation results show that there is a non-negligible part of energy reflected to higher modes. Using low resistivity material, like aluminum, there may be a fabrication problem for achieving the maximum absorption rate. We are currently working on the extraction of the energy absorbed by the individual components, like the inductor, and optical response measurements. Further results are under investigation.
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